The entire collection analyzed in this work consists of 169 crystallographic structures of bacteriophage RB69 DNA polymerase from 119 PDB entries. Multiple structures from a single PDB deposition entry are related by non---crystallographic symmetry (NCS), and thus treated as independent observations. In fact, some of these NCS related structures are sufficiently different to reveal conformational changes along the reaction trajectory. The majority of them also include DNA structures with a longer template strand and a shorter primer strand. The other seven are apo protein structures. Nine structures are the wild type enzyme; 70 are the exonuclease deficient mutant D222A/D327A; the rest are other mutants, often in addition to the exonuclease deficient mutant. These structures have been deposited into PDB since 1998 (65). The resolution limit of the observed X---ray diffraction data ranges from 3.2 to 1.73 Å. The polymerase has been crystallized in a monoclinic space group P21 with three types of lattice parameters, an orthorhombic space group P212121 with three distinct lattices, a trigonal space group R3, and a hexagonal space group P65.
EXO may represent two complex structures. They shall not be confused with adenosine triphosphate (Table  S1 ) and exonuclease domain. Some of the chain IDs may have been altered from the original PDB entry to facilitate computation in this study. A complex structure is identified as a four---character alphanumerical PDB entry and a three---character chain IDs linked by a dot (.), a dash (---), or a plus (+), for example, 1Q9X.CVR.
Permutation of nucleotide numbering
Assume that each structure is a snapshot during replication including the step of translocation. A snapshot can be prior to the next translocation but after the previous one. That is to say, each structure represents both pre---and post---translocation conformations with respect to two consecutive steps of translocation. The only change required to distinguish these two conformations is the nucleotide numbering in the template and primer strands. Specifically, if a structure is considered prior to a translocation step, its duplicate can represent the conformation at the same moment of the next cycle except that all nucleotide IDs in the template are one less than the original and all in the primer are one greater than the original in the duplicated set (Fig.  S3 ). This simple arithmetic permutation simulates the result of translocation as the enzyme advances one nucleotide space towards the 5'---end of the template. A plus sign (+) between the PDB entry and chain IDs signifies that the DNA strands in a complex structure are renumbered to simulate the result of forward translocation from the structure with a dot (.). Similarly, a dash sign (---) indicates backward translocation. For example, 3QEX---ATP, 3QEX.ATP, and 3QEX+ATP are three identical structures from PDB entry 3QEX. The protein chain ID is A. The chain IDs for the template and primer are T and P, respectively. However, the nucleotide numbering differs by one between the first two and last two structures, which simulates the outcomes of the backward and forward translocation.
Structural framework
An rmsd matrix contains the rmsd values of all corresponding elements in a set of distance matrices of an identical size. It is used to identify mobile regions of a structure and relatively invariant structural framework without the need of structural alignment (12, 13) . Two large rigid blocks are identified with very little common parts. One is based on the palm domain and the other covers the N---terminal and exo domains (Fig.  2) . Structural alignment in this work is based on main chain atoms in one of these frameworks identified by rmsd matrix except those stated separately.
Molecular movies along conformational pathways
Any given point in the SVD---defined conformational space specifies a set of coefficient ck for a linear combination of motion components, that is, the decomposed lower triangles Uk (Methods). This linear combination c1U1 + c2U2 + … can be transformed into real space using molecular distance geometry (12) resulting in a set of Cartesian coordinates of a three---dimensional structure for visualization and further analysis. Thus a continuous trajectory in the conformational space corresponds to a series of smoothly varying structures. A number of conformational trajectories that follow different reaction pathways of the polymerase are rendered in molecular movies in this study (Movies S1, S2, and S3). These molecular movies do not display the outcome of any theoretical prediction, but present collections of experimental structures in logical orders except that the inconsistent fluctuations due to experimental details are removed by SVD analysis. Where a known structure is located in the conformational trajectory, thus its order in a series, is not associated with the original PDB entry, but is the new information obtained in this analysis. Table  S1 . Figure  S1 . SVD of RB69 DNA polymerase structures. a, the first left singular vector U1 is an average of all interatomic distance matrices of polymerase structures. A distance matrix is analogous to the intercity mileage chart associated with a travel map. b, c, and d, the 2 nd , 3 rd , and 4 th left singular vectors, the other major components produced by SVD process, which are equivalent to the difference of two distance matrices. Positive and negative values in blue and red respectively indicate increase and decrease of interatomic distances from the mean values (a). Small values near zero in pale green indicate little structural change from the average structure. For example, b shows mainly the motion of fingers domain with some motions in the exo and thumb. c shows that the fingers, exo, and thumb domains are all moving. See Fig.  2ab for decoupled motions after a rotation in c2---c3 subspace. All values in left singular vectors are dimensionless since SVD produces orthonormal left singular vectors so that each vector is of a unit length. Mean values of the columns (equivalent to the rows) are plotted on top of each panel. e, c2---c3 subspace same as Fig.  2d except without a rotation. f, removing artifact caused by incomplete fingers domain. Some structures of RB69 DNA polymerase in PDB contain no or incomplete coordinates for the fingers domain (2OYQ, 2P5O, and 4KHN), which in effect causes these incomplete structures to land in between open and closed states with c2 ≈ 0 (e). Such apparent intermediate state is an artifact that could be removed if these residues in fingers domain are excluded from SVD analysis entirely. 2OYQ and 2P5O belong to the open state, while 4KHN is in the closed state. However, SVD without fingers domain could not retain the large gap between open and closed states (Fig.  2cd) , since the discrete positions of fingers domain set these two states apart. pocket (56). The ceiling consists of Lys560, Leu561, Asn564, and Ser565. Tyr416, Tyr567, and Gly568 form a large part of the back wall with Leu415 at one of the back corners. N, O, and P are in blue, red, and gold, respectively.
Abbreviations
Abbreviations 2AP 2---aminopurine 5---FC 5---fluorocytosine 5---NIMP 5---nitro---1---indolyl---2'---deoxyriboside---5'---monophosphate 5---NITP 5---nitro---1---indolyl---2'---deoxyriboside---5'---triphosphate 5---OHC 5---hydroxycytosine 8---oxodG 2'---deoxy---7,8---dihydro---8---dGpNpp 2′---deoxyguanosine---5′---α,β---imino triphosphate analogue dGTP deoxyguanosine triphosphate dNTP 2′---deoxynucleoside---5′---triphosphate dQTP 9---methyl---1H---imidazo[4,5---b]pyridine triphosphate dT deoxythymidine monophosphate dTTP deoxythymidine triphosphate dUpCpp 2′---deoxyuridine---5′---α,β---methylene triphosphate analogue dUpNpp 2′---deoxyuridine---5′---α,β---imino
Supplementary movies
Movie S1. Near---far concerted motions of the exo and thumb domains. The DNA duplex is in purple. The exo and thumb domains are in pink and light blue ribbons, respectively. The rest of the protein is in white surface. This movie is produced from back---calculated structures from near to far conformation in Fig.  2d . Viewed from the axis of the DNA duplex (lower panel), the exo and thumb turn clockwise and thread towards the 5' end of the template. From an orthogonal view (upper panel), these motions are perpendicular to the minor grove at the point where Lys800 of the thumb is inserted into the minor grove. DNA motion is omitted in this movie. See also Fig.  6m for the rotation and Movie S2 for translocation of DNA. Movie S2. Translocation viewed from three orthogonal directions. A reference DNA duplex is in purple. The translocating duplex is in blue. P atoms are shown as spheres. The exo, thumb, and fingers domains are in pink, light blue, and yellow ribbons, respectively. The rest of the protein is in white surface. This movie is produced from the back---calculated structures along the spline curve in Fig.  5 .Movie S3. Switching of active sites. Three orthogonal views are shown. A reference DNA duplex is in purple. The DNA duplex in transit is in blue. P atoms are shown as spheres. The exo, thumb, and fingers domains are in pink, light blue, and yellow ribbons, respectively. The rest of the protein is in white surface. This movie is produced from the back---calculated structures along the spline curve in Fig.  7 .
